
This valance is cut in a circular shape.  This allows the valance 
to hang with plenty of fullness at the bottom.  There are no pleats 
or gathers where the valance attaches to the mount board.

The finished depth of the valance can be 12”, 15, or 18”.  
Other depth may be achieved.  Depth of valance is restricted by 
width of fabric. Also included are three topper patterns. 
Toppers are made separately. Valance and topper attach to the 
same board.

Fabric Suggestions: Fabrics with body will be easier. Stripes, plaids, directional patterns and fabrics with 
nap, are not suitable. Use solids or busy “all over” small prints. A little of the lining may show along bottom edge. 
You may want to use a lightweight trim on the bottom edge.  Heavy trims may cause the valance to sag in some 
areas where the fabric has been cut on the curve.  The toppers are suitable for most all fabrics. Plan to self line 
unless your fabric is especially bulky. The lining may show slightly around the bottom edge.

YARDAGE

Select your yardage according to the following chart. Prints cannot be matched. Your finished width should 
include the ends of the board.

Finished Widths         12” Depth                                     15” Depth                             18” Depth
(Fabric must be at least 42” wide)     (Fabric must be at least 48” wide)     (Fabric must be at least 54” wide)

up to 47” ...................... 1 1/8 yards ................................... 1 3/8 yards ........................... 1 1/2 yards
48” to 70” .................... 1 3/4 yards ................................... 2 yards .................................. 2 1/4 yards
71” to 94” .................... 2 1/4 yards ................................... 2 5/8 yards ........................... 3 yards
95” to 117” .................. 2 7/8 yards ................................... 3 1/4 yards ........................... 3 5/8 yards
118” to 141” ................ 3 3/8 yards ................................... 3 7/8 yards ........................... 4 3/8 yards
142” to 164” ................ 4 yards .......................................... 4 1/2 yards ........................... 5 1/8 yards
165” to 188” ................ 4 1/2 yards ................................... 5 1/8 yards ........................... 5 7/8 yards
189” to 211” ................ 5 yards .......................................... 5 3/4 yards ........................... 6 1/2 yards

For a 20” depth, fabric must be at least 58” wide. 
For a 22” depth, fabric must be at least 62” wide.

Toppers have no fullness.  Figure for the finished width (include ends of board) plus any necessary seams. 
Can be cut upright or lengthwise.  Lengthwise means the selvage would run horizontal of the window and 
would eliminate seams.

6 1/2” is the cut length (depth)

8 1/4” is the cut length (depth)

7 1/4” is the cut length (depth)

The same amount of lining is needed for the valance and the toppers.

Purchase 1 1/2” wide ribbon to be used as a band to attach the valance to the mount board.  The toppers do not 
need ribbon.
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